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The Macbeth Gallery

PAINTINGS
B Y

American Artists
AMONG THEM THE FOLLOWING

Benson La Farge

Blakelock Lawson
Carlsen Metcalf

Davies Miller

Davis Murphy
Dougherty Ranger
Foster Robinson
Frieseke Ryder
Fuller Sartain

Hassam Symons
Hawthorne Twachtman
Henri Waugh
Homer Whistler
Hunt Williams
Inness Wyant

And an Excellent Selection of Early American Portraits

WILLIAM MACBETH
450 Fifth Avenue at Fortieth street New York
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MODERNE GALERIE
Thannhauser

Liebermann Corot

Israels Millet

Leibl Marees

Schuch Manet

Triibner Monet

Uhde Renoir

Ziigel Delacroix

Corinth Cezanne

Slevogt Van Gogh
Habermann Gauguin

Hodler Picasso, etc.

Young Munich Artists

Artists of the Secessions

Modern French ^Artists

MUNICH
Theatinerstreet 7 Arcopalais
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Any additional information concerning art study and tuition, as well

as circulars and advice, will be cheerfully furnished, on request.SCHOOLS
Address ARTS fe? DECORA! ION, 39 West 32c! Street, New York

The Art Students' League
OF NEW YORK

Winter Term closes May 24, 1913. Classes

in Life Drawing and Painting, Antique Drawing,

Portrait, Miniature and Still Life Painting,

Modeling, Illustration, Costume and Life

Sketch, Lectures on Composition, Anatomy and

Perspective.

Instructors—Alice Beckington, George B. Bridgman,

Ernest L. Blumenschein. Eliot C. Clark, Frank Vincent

DuMond, Edward Dufner, Thomas Fogarty, James Earle

Fraser, Hans Peter Hansen, John C. Johansen, Kenneth

Hayes Miller, Rhoda Holmes Nicholls, Agnes Richmond
and Eugene Speicher.

Summer School of Landscape Painting

from June 1 to November 1 Mr. John F. Carlson

will conduct out-of-door classes in Landscape

Painting at Woodstock, Ulster County, N. Y.

City Summer School will consist of classes

in Drawing, Painting, Illustration and Composi-

tion, in the American Fine Arts Building, from

June 2 to September 29.

Catalogues on application to Art Students' League of New York

215 West 57th Street, New York City

Made in Holland'

RemBrandt
Colo rs

Noted for their unusual brilliancy, permanence
and easy working qualities. Used by many
famous American and European artists, whose
testimonials are at your disposal.

Ask uour dealer. Write for Booklet

TALENS & SON, American Branch, IRVINGTON, N. J.

STUDIOS: 7 EAST 15th STREET,
NEW YORK CITY

ART SCHOOUfeY.W.C.A.

Ornament, Design and Composition,
Modeling,

Water Color and Oil Painting,
Perspective,

Block and Stencil Cutting,
Still Life, Design in Embroidery,

Lectures on Art History,
Wood Carving,

Cast and Mechanical Drawing.
Tuition lo-w. Instruction thorough. Three-year
course for many positions. Near Sub-way Express.

October 1—yune 1.

NEW YORK SCHOOL OF
APPLIED DESIGN FOR WOMEN

Incorporated 1892

Silk, Wall-Paper and
Book -Cover Designing;

Fashion Drawing* His-

toric Ornament, Conven-
tionalization, Architec-
ture. Headquarters (or

Women Students, Society

Beaux - Arts Architects,

Antique and Costume
Classes, Life and Illustra-

tion under Albert Sterner.

160-162 LEXINGTON AVENUE

OHIO

ART ACADEMY
OF CINCINNATI

With its large endowment fund
offers unsurpassed facilities for

serious work or training for pro-

fessional careers at moderate
expense. Free access to large

collections of the Art Museum.
Drawing, Painting, Modeling,
Anatomy, Wood Carving and
Applied Design.

FRANK DUVENECK C. J. BARNHORN
L H. MEAKIN WM. H. FRY and Other,

43d Year, Sept. 23, 1912, to May 30, 1913

For catalog address }. H. GEST, Dir.

Art Academy, Cincinnati

PE N N SYLVAN I A

School of Industrial Art
OF THE PENNSYLVANIA MUSEUM

BROAD AND PINE STS., PHILADELPHIA
Thorough work under trained specialists

in all branches of Fine and Industrial Art

Special provision for classes in Illustration, Archi-

tecture, Decorative Painting and Sculpture, Pottery,

Metal Work, Industrial Design, Textile Design and
Manufacture. L. W. MILLER, Principal.

CALIFORNIA

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS
University of Southern California

The leading art school of the West. Ideal

in every particular. Bulletin on request.

W. L. JUDSON, Dean. 212 Thorne St.. Los Anceles. Cal.

LOS ANGELES SCHOOL OF

ARTAND DESIGN
Most thorough and up-to-dateArtSchoolintheWest. Inc. 1887

Illustrated Catalogue. L. E. G. MACLEOD. Dir.
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SPEND THIS SUMMER IN EUROPE
AT OUR EXPENSE

Second Annual Free Scholarship in Wm. M. Chase's European Class

ALITTLE effort now will enable you to fulfill that long-felt wish to go abroad and study amidst the

beauty and inspiration of old-world surroundings, with absolutely no cost. Last year Arts &
^ Decoration offered a subscription competition sending the winner for a three months' stay in the

Chase class in Bruges. This competition was so successful that we have made arrangements with C. P.

Townsley, to include the person securing the greatest number of subscriptions to Arts & Decoration in the

next three months in this year's Chase European Summer Class.

This class has ten weeks' sketching in Venice and the surrounding country under William M. Chase,

N.A., sailing May 24. Arts & Decoration agrees to pay all expenses, including first-class transportation

to and from New York.

We realize that the total number of subscriptions you secure may be small, but we want every one who
has ever had any desire to go abroad to have an opportunity to win this prize.

The winner of the competition last year wrote: " / hope you will have a similar competition next year and
that the winner will derive one-quarter of the pleasure and benefit I have had this summer."

Arts & Decoration and the Chase art class stake their reputation on the satisfaction of this class. You
have the guarantee of Adam Budge that the prizes will be awarded as stated.

The magazine has a strong appeal to all lovers of the beautiful. It not only contains the most recent

work in decorative art and reviews of current exhibitions, but also illustrates the work of the more
prominent painters, sculptors and architects in complete articles written by those who know most about it.

The magazine is exquisitely printed on the finest paper, with nearly a thousand illustrations during each year.

The subscription price is $2.00 a year. In order to facilitate your securing subscriptions we have had a

number of copies of this notice printed. We shall be glad to let you have as many as you can use to send to

your friends. By sending this and a brief note you should secure a large number of subscriptions. Besides

this, we suggest that you arrange immediately to represent us in your town and art school.

Remember there is absolutely no cost in connection with this trip from the time you leave New York until

you return. The only condition imposed is that the winner should secure fifty or more subscriptions. In

order to win you may very likely only have to secure sixty subscriptions. The winner of the competition last

year secured one hundred and twenty-four.

The regular cost of this trip is $435. This is the greatest opportunity you will ever have to spend a

summer in Italy, studying under the greatest living American master free.

Will you not write us today?
THESE ARE THE PRIZES

FIRST PRIZE—Free Trip from New York to Italy and return, with ten weeks' stay in the Chase
Art Class.

SECOND PRIZE—The Ideal Collection of the World's Great Art, published by Doubleday, Page Co.,
value $75.00.

TWO THIRD PRIZES— Choice of Books from Adam Budge's Art Lover's Library to the value of $15.00.

FOUR FOURTH PRIZES— Choice of Books from Adam Budge's Art Lover's Library to the value
of $10.00.

FIVE FIFTH PRIZES - Choice of Books from Adam Budge's Art Lover's Library to the value of $5.00.

THIRTY-EIGHT SIXTH PRIZES—One Year's Subscription to ARTS & DECORATION.
This is a grand total of fifty prizes, so that if you enter and only get two or three subscriptions you will

have an excellent chance of securing one of the prizes.

In the event of a tie between two or more persons for any of the prizes offered, a prize identical in char-

acter and value to that offered will be given to each person so tied.

CONDITIONS
(1) The contest begins February 1, 19 13, and ends May 15, 1913.

(2) The contestant may in no way be connected or helped by a subscription agency.

(3) Only new subscriptions will count in this contest, and they must be entered at the full rate of $2.00

a year.

(4) Each person entering the contest must give us his or her name and address and one reference (prefer-

ably the name of the art school or teacher studied under, if studying now).

(5) You should write us today, entering your name and asking for further information and extra copies

of this notice. In the meantime begin to get subscriptions.

A first-class trip to Italy and ten weeks' painting in Venice, the most picturesque of European cities, under
William M. Chase, at absolutely no expense, is surely worth a little effort. And remember, you have just as

good a chance of winning as any one.

ADAM BUDGE, 39 West 32d St., NEW YORK
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NEW YORK CITY

THE NEW YORK SCHOOL OF FINE AND APPLIED ART
INCORPORATED UNDER THE REGENTS

PRESIDENT

SUCCESSORS TO THE CHASE SCHOOL

FRANK ALVAH PARSONS

SEND FOR PARTICULARS ABOUT OUR PRACTICAL
ILLUSTRATION AND COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING

COURSES. DIRECT CONNECTION WITH THE PUB-

LISHERS AND ADVERTISING HOUSES. MANU-
SCRIPTS GIVEN STUDENTS WHEN READY.

SUSAN F. BISSELL, Secretary, 2239 BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

STUDY INTERIOR DECORATION AT HOME
Do you want to know how to harmonize colors, how to select house furnishings, how to

design and decorate rooms, how to use "Periods" correctly ? Send for announcement
of Non-Resident Courses of Art Instruction, Henry Turner Bailey, Director. These
Courses are offered by the New York School of Fine and Applied Art, Frank Alvah
Parsons, President, which gives full credit for work done. Strong Courses under inspir-

ing teachers. Write at once to SUSAN F. BISSELL, 2237 Broadway, New York.

SUMMER SCHOOLS

CAPE COD SCHOOL ofART
CHARLES W. HAWTHORNE, Instructor, Provincetown, Mass.

/ 4th Season opens July I st, at which time Mr. Hawthorne will return from his season in Paris

For information address MR. HAWTHORNE, care of Macbeth Galleries, 450 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.

THE INDEPENDENT SCHOOL OF ART
[FORMERLY HENRI SCHOOL]

HOMER BOSS, Instructor

MONHEGAN SUMMER CLASS
MARINE AND LANDSCAPE PAINTING AT MONHEGAN ISLAND,

COAST OF MAINE, FROM JULY 1 TO SEPTEMBER 1. 1913

Classes in Drawing, Painting and Composition until June 1

LIFE, PORTRAIT AND COMPOSITION CLASSES FOR MEN AND WOMEN
For particulars address A. S. BAYLINSON, Secretary

STUDIOS, 1947 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

3BE 3E

MARTHA'S VINEYARD SCHOOL OF ART
VINEYARD HAVEN, MASSACHUSETTS

ARTHUR R. FREEDLANDER, Instructor NINTH SEASON
JUNE 25 TO SEPTEMBER 10

Classes in Landscape, Marine, Figure Painting and
Portraiture. Class for children. For prospectus address

A. R. FREEDLANDER

FOREIGN CLASSES

CHASE ART GLASS IN ITALY
EIGHTH SEASON IN EUROPE

Instructor, WILLIAM M. CHASE
An Ideal Summer Vacation for Art Lovers.

Visiting Naples and its environs, Rome,
Siena and Florence. Sketching and Paint-

ing in Venice. Studio, Costume Models.

Excellent boarding accommodation^.

Membership limited. Prices moderate.

Write immediately for full information

to C. P.TOWNSLEY, Director, iSoClare-

mont Avenue, New York City.

SNELL SUMMER ART CLASS

ITALY
HENRY B. SNELL. Instructor

MAURICE C. BOYD, Director

Sketching in medieval Perugia and travel in Italy

Address THE BOYD TOURS. Bloomfield, N. J.

Other tours for discriminating travelers

ALEXANDER ROBINSON SKETCHING TOURS
Landscape and Model Out of Doors Morocco until M ly 15, 1913

M »»u: CLASSES— 1.1th SEA80N
Dri /"Ml TM 1 >«tai:Pio!HMCKHM Coast Villas, and Bruges.

DEjLiVla*—I1V1 Visit- to the Ghent international Exhibition.

JCn'K to OCTOBER. Apply early.

22 AI.DWORTH STREET, BOSTON. MASS.
AddreBi for foreign meml«rs, ALEXANDERROBINSON,

of Morean, Herjee k I l'a

SUMMER SC HO O LS

SUMMER SCHOOL OF PAINTING
LEARN TO PAINT SUNLIGHT AND SEE

COLOR
LANDSCAPE-STILL LIFE-PORTRAIT

EA-WEBSTER-PROVINCETOWN-MASS

Metal Work
A course in hand wrought Metal Work, Jen -

elry and enameling at Woodstock. Lister

County, N. V"., Jul)
r to A gu-t 1?. Mr.

Edward Thatcher, Instructor in Decorative

Metal Work at Teachers College. Columbia

University, New York, will be in charge.

For circular, address 1£. J. Thatcher. H9
East 19th Street, New York City.

CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL

WHY, NOT BE AN ARTIST"?
1TUDY drawing at home under^ Expert Faculty. We have successful

dents in every part of the world. Turn
tour Talent into money. Our Students
are fillinq high salaried positions. 14 years suc-

cessful teaching;. Endorsed by hitrh authorities.

18 Courses in Commercial and Illustrative' Drawing.
v> Al'BoOh Teachers' Normal and Applied Art, Profit or Culture.

Thoroughly Equipped Residence School.

Artist's Outfit FREE to Enroled Student* '

SCHOOL OF APPLIED ARI.0O5 Applied Art Bldg., Battle Creek, Mich.

lEighty West Fortieth Street NEW YORK

H1GGINS'

DRAWING INKS
ETERNAL WRITING INK
ENGROSSING INK
TAURINE MUCILAGE
PHOTO-MOUNTER PASTE
DRAWING-BOARD PASTE
LIQUID PASTE
OFFICE PASTE
VEGETABLE GLUE. ETC.

ARE THE FINEST AND BEST INKS
AND ADHESIVES

Emancipate yourself from the use

of corrosive and ill-smelling inks

and adhesives and adopt the

Hifgim' Inki and Adhejivei

They will be a revelation to

you, they are «o iweet, dean
and well put up.

At Dealeri Generally

Cha s . M. Hi g gini& Co., Hfr*.

271 Ninth Street, Brooklyn. N.T.
Bru*h*i : Ohloafo, Londom
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F. W. DEVOE & CO.'S

Artist Tube Colors
Arc scientifically true colors, pre-

pared from carefully selected pig-

ments— thoroughly incorporated

with the purest oil and have that

firm consistency and fineness of

texture required by artists.

CANVAS, ACADEMY BOARDS,
FINE BRUSHES FOR OIL AND
WATER COLOR PAINTING, Etc.

REFLEX
For Mixing with Oil Colors

REFLEX is indispensable to the commercial
artist, as it permits the painting of one color

over another without waiting for the first color to
dry, and a picture can be finished in one sitting.

CIRCULAR ON REQUEST

F.W. Devoe & C. T. Raynolds Co.

NEW YORK and CHICAGO

1$ t€i
-xs^

ARTISTS' CANVASES
y^

***

awl

f^SSS^^jsjs^^

THE successful preparation of Artists'

Canvases, so that they are accepted by

painters and relied upon, can only resull

from long experience in the preparation thereof

and a full knowledge of the eccentricities of

manufacture.

Fifty years has gained for us a renown and

demand for our American Canvases hardly to

be excelled, even abroad.

Canvases of all kinds, for all purposes. All

widths, different lengths.

Sample book and prices on request.

F. WEBER & CO.
ESTABLISHED 1854 MANUFACTURERS

Artists' Colors, Canvases and Materials

PHILADELPHIA
Procurable at all complete Artists' Materials Dealers' or direct

DIRECTORY OF ART MATERIALS

<«CRAYOLA"
AND

"DUREL" CRAYONS
<I Superior to liquid mediums (or

rapid outdoor sketching, to seize fugi-

tive effects and for color composi-

tion m trying different arrangements.

•J Samples to those mentioning this

publication.

BINNEY & SMITH CO.
81 Fulton Street :: New York

Mussini Oil Colors - Tempera Color*

Decorative Oil Color*
(In extra large tubes)

Horadam Moist Water Color*

Ruben* Bristle and Red Sable Brushes
Write for catalogue of these and other specialties, also for

Information on painting In TEMPERA
HEADQUARTERS FOR

French and German Canvas (or Oil and Tempera
Tapestry Canvas in widths up to 120 inches

Canvas Panels Wood Panels

A. BIELENBERG CO.. 169 Front St^N.Y.

Copper, Brass and German Silver

RIVETS
Craft Workers' Supply Catalog No. io

and Supplement No. u

E.H.& A.C.

FRIEDRICHS CO.
ARTISTS'
MATERIALS

169West 57th St., NewYork
Opposite Carnegie Hall

Everything of Interest to Artists

Cambridge Oil Colors

SEND FOR CATALOG

4. SARTORIUS & CO.

Artists' Colors and Materials

3IL COLORS, WATER COLORS
MOIST 0LE0 COLORS

CHINA COLORS
Write for Illustrated Catalogue containing many

nstructions how to mix and apply China Colors.

S7 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK

THE THOS. K. LEWIS CO., Inc.

1534 N. High St., Columbus, O.

The Inks Used in Printing This
Magazine are Manufactured by

The AULT & WIBORG COMPANY

V
OUGA CELEBRATED FINE ART STUDIES
suitable for copying in oils* and water-colors foi China
and other decorative work. Illustrated Catalogue, with
premiums and discounts, showing flower, fruit, figure.
landscape, animal studies, etc. 30c. Onty one andtwo-
centstamps accepted. No foreign money or stamps.

Kent, M. G. PRICE, 359 West 118th Street, New York

SECOND EDITION REVISED

FREEHAND PERSPECTIVE AND SKETCHING
Principles and Methods of Expression in the Pictorial

Representation of Common Objects, Interiors,

Buildings and Landscapes

By DORA MIRIAM NORTON. Instructor in Perspective
Sketching and Color, Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y.

A series of exercises with explanatory text, so covering the subject that fol-

lowing the course as directed gives the power to draw with ease and intelligence
from object, memory and descriptions. A text-book for high, normal and techni-
cal schools, and for colleges. A book of reference for artists and draughtsmen
and for teachers and supervisors of drawing. Two hundred and sixty-two illus-

trations. Hew technical terms employed and all clearly explained Complete
working index. In the absence of a teacher a knowledge of the subject may be
gained from the book alone. $.'t.lMl per copy.

Address orders to the Salts Department

PRATT INSTITUTE, 245 Ryerson Street, BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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P. & D. COLNAGHI & OBACH
EXPERTS AND DEALERS IN PAINTINGS
DRAWINGS, ENGRAVINGS AND ETCHINGS

Pictures by the Old Masters and of the Eighteenth

Century and Barbizon Schools

MEZZOTINTS
AFTER

Gainsborough, Reynolds, Romney, Hoppner, Etc.

BY

J. R. SMITH, V. GREEN, J. and T. WATSON, S. COUSINS

Original Drawings, Etchings and Engravings
BY

REMBRANDT—DURER—VANDYCK
WHISTLER—MERYON—NANTEUIL

MUIRHEAD BONE—D. Y. CAMERON—H. SCOTT-BRIDGWATER, Etc.

PUBLISHERS

BY SPECIAL L$^|Pf§&-
, APPOINTMENT

TO H.M. THE KING

13 and 14, Pall Mall East, London, S. W.
Telegrams: " COLNAGHI, LONDON "

Telephone: GERRARD 2638

ESTABLISHED 1760

NEW GALLERIES WiSSbe
144, 145, 146, New Bond St., London, W.
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The Spirit of Modern Art
By Van Gogh

HE cart which one is pulling along must

be useful to people who are unknown to

us; our premonitions do not deceive us if

we believe in the new art and the artists

of the future. Good Father Corot said shortly before

his death :
' Dreaming this night I saw landscapes

with rose-colored skies," and are there not now rose

and even yellow and green skies in the impressionistic

landscapes? This only to prove that we promise

things for the future which then really materialize.

However, we do not as yet stand at the rim of the

grave, and we feel that art is greater and longer than

life. We do not feel ourselves dying, but we feel that

we are slight. And to be a link in the chain of artists

we pay the hard price of youth, of health, and of

freedom which we no longer enjoy, like the poor cab-

horse who draws out into free nature the people who

wish to enjoy the springtime, that hope of Puvis de

Chavannes must and shall be realized : there is an art

of the future and she must be so beautiful and young

that if we now sacrifice to her our own youth we must

gain in joy of life and peace.
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"The Breakfast of the Canoeists," by Renoir

EXPLANATORY STATEMENT
THE AIM OF THE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PAINTERS AND SCULPTORS

By ARTHUR B. DAVIES

ON BEHALF of the Executive Committee, I

desire to explain the general attitude of the

Association and especially in regard to the

International Exhibition to be held in this city in

February and March.

This is not an institution but an association. It is

composed of persons of varying tastes and predilec-

tions, who are agreed on one thing, that the time has

arrived for giving the public here the opportunity to

see for themselves the results of new influences at

work in other countries in an art way.

In getting together the works of the European

Moderns, the Society has embarked on no propaganda.

It proposes to enter on no controversy with any insti-

tution. Its sole object is to put the paintings, sculp-

tures, and so on, on exhibition so that the intelligent

may judge for themselves by themselves.

Of course controversies will arise, just as they have

arisen under similar circumstances in France, Italy,

Germany and England. But they will not be the

result of any stand taken by this Association as such;

on the other hand we are perfectly willing to assume

full responsibility for providing the opportunity to

those who may take one side or the other.

Any individual expression of opinion contrary to

the above is at variance with the official resolutions of

this Association.

(Mr. Davies is President of the Association.— Ed.
I

COPYRIGHT, 1913, TITLE TRADE-MARK REGISTERED, BY ADAM BVDGE (149)



"The Audience/' by Daumier
Courtesy of Duranrf-Rur!

CHRONOLOGICAL CHART MADE BY ARTHUR B. DAVIES
SHOWING THE GROWTH OF MODERN ART

CLASSICISTS REALISTS

Ingres Courbet

Corot Manet
Puvis de Chavannes Monet
Degas Sisley

Serret Pissaro

Signac

Cassatt

Lautreo
Morizot

ROMANTICISTS

Delacroix

Daumier
Redon
Renoir

Cezanne

( rauguin

Matisse

Posfe-Impressionists

Cezanne
Van Gogh
Gammin

Cubists

Picasso

(classic)

Futurists

( feeble

realists)

dso)



Portrait of the Artist, by Ingres
Conrtisy of Duraiid-Ruel

THE SPIRIT AND THE CHRONOLOGY
OF THE MODERN MOVEMENT

By GUY PEXE du BOIS

ART when there is no life in it is just as dead and

just as worthless as a body when there is no life

in it. Painting when there is nothing but life

in it, when it is without regulation, is not art. But the

latter is the lesser of the two evils. The world began

by being barbaric and then it grew. Civilization

taught the animal restraint, taught him art, the beauty

of rhythm, of order. Clinging to these things desper-

ately, he began to forget life, to build superficial struc-

tures, to erect a shell, barren, empty, lifeless. He had

run to the other end of the tether. Only death was

ahead of him. It is the old story of the man given a

little rope and with gourmandise grabbing enough of it

to hang himself. It is likewise a story that life has

proved of the poverty in selective power of the feeble-

minded. There have been too many academies, too

many pupils of academies, to whom contemporary

success, worldly acclamation, has been a god or goddess

worth singular worship. There have been, if economy

is a virtue, too many sheep. These represent simply

the inevitable waste. They are the tail of the comet

representing the light but not the heat. They are the

body from which the spirit has departed.

Art is not exactly life—it is greater than life. Life is

barbaric, impulsive, unrestrained—a beast. Art is the

restraint constructing order out of chaos. Too much
order on the other hand, and we have death. Life is

the root, the plant; art the gardener. He may not be

too free with the plant because he may kill it. The
purely realistic gardener, wildly in love with life, fer-

tilizes his plant so that it may become a fine symbol of

the power of life, of the undeniable force of its truth.

I 1 5 I

)
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The classicist trains it so that it may become a fine

symbol of the rhythm of life, of the order of it. The

romanticist teaches it to become a fine symbol of the

sensuous delight of life. Each of these three gardeners

is following or rather furthering his own ideal of beauty,

though perhaps in the accepted sense the realist is the

least ideal of the three—the one with the least art, for

he nourishes and protects and stands sponsor for,

encouraging while not guiding, an animate being full of

faults. Now the trouble in art has always been with the

sheep, for the sheep are the feeble-minded and the feeble-

minded can never penetrate deeper than the surface.

They bow with reverence to the obvious and then they

ape it, copy the clothes, forgetting the man beneath

them. Sometimes they are wonderful craftsmen and

improve upon the craft that is their inspiration, with

the result that the world, standing ever ready to admire

virtuoso until it learns that it is simply virtuoso, a

gymnastic trick, awe-stricken, gapes its admiration.

Time alone proves the fault generally. Monotony may
hurry that proof. Monotony does hurry the inevitable

reaction.

The cvcles of art are like the cvcles of life. Thev are

born, reach maturity and then the life gradually fading

out of them, they begin the downward slide to death,

often a very long slide, but at the base of which there is

inevitably a new life begun, a renaissance—a renais-

sance that with the example of the death behind it.

quite naturally, is anxious to avoid the disease that

forced that death. The death of art, like the death of

man, as has been said here, is due to the want of life.

Monsieur de la Palisse, for all his very obvious truth,

did and does make points with regard to facts that are

so familiar, so ever present, that we forget their

existence.

The International Exhibition of Modern Art, held

under the auspices of the Association of American

Painters and Sculptors, shows in chronological sequence,

as arranged by Mr. Arthur B. Davies, its president,

the starting points and the influences out of which has

evolved the great modern art of the day—an art that

is thoroughly imbued with the intoxicating serum of

life. An art, furthermore, that is a reaction from cold,

affected classicism, from false idealism, and that took

its first steps toward freedom or independence in the

figures of Ingres, one of the greatest classicists of all

Marine, by Courbet
Courtesy of Dnrand-Ruei
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"Boas and Ruth," by Delacroix
Conrtts-, o/Du

times, and Delacroix, the romanticist, who with his

tremendous love of the sensuous criticized the clas-

sicists thus "in this painting there is no skin any-

where." The realist, Courbet, fills the gap between

Ingres and Delacroix, and completes the triology from

which has sprung the great art of the day. These three

were incontrovertably connected with life. Their art

epitomized life's particular phrases. Here they were

a unit bowing to one god and here, too, they were indi-

viduals bowing after the manner of their particular

characters.

They have been separated, made to seem leaders of

particular schools, prophets of particular religions, form-

ulators of particular creeds, perhaps because the world

requires that its great men be catalogued or, rather,

classified, in order that they may be more readily

recognized. Distinctly, Ingres, Delacroix, Courbet

disagreed with each other, but their disagreement was

matter of personality, not of purpose. Delacroix, in

the notes that he kept religiously for forty years, wrote

among many epigrammatic phrases: "Nature is but a

dictionary. A dictionary is not a book, it is an instru-

ment with which to make books." That belief would

seem to have crowded out the faculty in him to admire

anything in Courbet. Indeed, he accused him of "ser-

vility to nature". And yet he bowed to the love of life

that animated Courbet, recognizing in it a twin to the

love of life with which he was animated. His hatred of

Ingres, his great rival, was more intense. It was more

often than not unreasonable, a fault in Delacroix.

Ingres revered, most of all, order, measure and propor-

tion. He kept his imagination, well within prescribed

bounds. He was, however, inventive.

Delacroix, in the hands of a sensuous romanticism,

moved by the turmoil of life, the most vibrant music

of it, could not accept that which he considered the

poverty of Ingres, his cold formalism, his aloofness

before sensuous influences. Ingres was as great an

enthusiast as was Delacroix. But he was at the other

end of the walk. He was ardently in love with order.

He might have made a great organizer. His view of

life was in the keeping of his will, while that of Dela-

croix answered to the tugs of his senses. Both of them

realized that art without life meant death. Courbet

was between them in the middle position. His art, too,

was a reaction from the hollow affectation of the epoch.

It took the shape of positive truth and built a monu-

ment to the force of nature, to the irresistible strength
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of it, to the obvious fact of it. He was a man to whom
both Ingres and Delacroix might have turned when

imagination or will power made them fly too high, a

rope holding the balloon to earth. His art was the most

direct contrast to the superficial, worthless shell that

art had become because it was an uncompromising,

unshaded return to truth, to the truth of Rembrandt,

if you will.

Following in the wake of Courbet and getting still

nearer to the truth that had become a stranger to art

came Manet, Monet, Sisley, Pissaro, Signac, Cassatt,

Lautrec. Degas was influenced by the realists return

to nature, but belongs more truly to Ingres. So with

Cezanne and his disciples, the Cubists. The Futurists

are feeble realists. To the influence of Ingres may be

accredited the work of Corot, the idealist, of the

archaic Puvis de Chavannes, of Serret, Cezanne

and the Cubists. Delacroix might boast as disciples

Daumier, Redon, Renoir, Van Gogh. Van Gogh was

an intense return to realism, but he had at the same

time the romanticism of Delacroix. Gauguin was

romantic as Delacroix and classic as Chavannes.

Cezanne is truly the great man of the great modern

movement. He is in a sensf j. classicist, in a sense a

realist. With Van Gogh and Gauguin and Picasso, as

Mr. Davies has it, Cezanne arouses interest by creating

disequilibrium and then by superior power, by the

force of his will creates the balance, the equilibrium.

He is essentially a classicist; that is, like ngres, he

demands last of all, order, measure, the harmonious

scheme that is essential, for example, to the completion

of a musical composition. He insists upon the relation

of color to form, as do the Cubists, of forms to each

other, of their dramatic play in juxtaposition. He
gives the impression of the disorder of nature and by
his herculean will of its order. Far greater than to

Ingres was the appeal of nature to his senses. He had

to keep his balance while in the grip of a mighty, a

passionate temptation He was a poet, if you will, a

rhythmist, but his rhythm was not the foolish jingle of

the superficial stylist who adheres, like the sheep of

art, to a set book of rules made to be applied to any

and all conceptions, a mold into which nothing in life

may fit because its form was not inspired by life. It

was part of himself, like his gestures, his walk, the

intonation of his voice and likewise the song that a

particular aspect of nature sang to him. He formed a

law of order that is dignified and serene, while at the

same time it is filled full of the red blood of life. He is

the apotheosis of the modern movement in art, as it is

very comprehensively shown in this exhibition. While

it is close to nature it is humanly creative, and in so far

as man is superior to the instinctive beast he once was,

(Continued on page 178 of this issue)

'The Beheading of Sf. John," by Puvis de Chavannes



Rehearsal of the ballet on the stage, by Degas
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MODERN ART FROM A
LAYMAN'S POINT OF VIEW

By JOHN QUINN

UP TO this time those who like myself are inter-

ested in vital contemporary art, have had to go

abroad to see it, and when like myself they

make their annual visit in the summer, they miss the

exhibitions in London and Paris in the autumn and

spring. This exhibition has been organized by artists,

not by dealers or amateurs.

I know, and am familiar with, the work of many
artists both in this country and abroad, and I do not

hesitate to say that the members of this Association

bear the same relation to American art that the New
English Art Club does to the Royal Academy and other

English art associations.

The New English Art Club is perhaps the most vital

and advanced art association in Great Britain. Its

members embrace with some exceptions the new forces

in contemporary British art. They do not all paint

alike. They do not all think alike. They do not, I

imagine, all admire each other's work. The feeling com-

mon to them all seems to be an aversion to the sentiment-

alities and conventionalities of academic painting and

sculpture, and to the empty shop-work of picture dealers.

The two yearly exhibitions of the Club, one during

May and June and one during November and Decem-

ber, are among the artistic events of London, and over-

shadow the exhibitions of the Royal Academy. If one

wants to know what is going on in the London art world

one goes to this club's exhibitions.

But the objects of the Association of American Paint-

ers and Sculptors are broader than those of the New
English Art Club. Under the rules of the English body

no pictures or works can be admitted to any of its exhi-

bitions that have been previously exhibited in London.

The American Association has no such limitations.

Here will be examples of the work of men about whose

names historic battles have been waged, names of men

who came victoriously out of the fight, men of many
aims, men ol unequal accomplishment, men whose

work may clash. But all the work has been assembled

with one aim, to bring before the art lovers of New York

the work of modern artists that shows vitality, inten-

sity, depth of feeling, imaginative insight or love of

abstract beauty, the art of men who have had the

courage to shun with scorn effete sentiment, the

(155)
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"pretty" as well as the petty, the tedious story-telling

picture, and the cheap confectionery that dealers so

easily sell and that nauseates the lover of vital art.

There will be in this exhibition the work of artists whose

chief aim has been to render the vibration or rhythm of

life in form and color, of others whose aim has been the

beautiful and not mere prettiness, and of men the best

of whom have saved themselves from the taint of

insincerity.

Many people, in literature as in art, look with fear

on what is new. They shudder at the idea of any

fundamental change. But life means growth, and

should mean progress. Growth is shown in the work of

the great artists, from Rembrandt to Turner and from

Manet and Monet down to Augustus John. Growth

is life; stagnation, the failure to grow, is the great

tragedy of art. When an artist ceases to grow and

begins to work for profit or for dealers, or truckles to

the palate of the uncultivated, he is dead. As an artist

he has ceased to be. He lacks the honesty of the

workman. Jean Francois Millet in his early days

painted nudes and "pleasant" reminders of Boucher

and Watteau. But he had the courage to turn from

the demands of fashion and, though it meant poverty

for him, he said: "Better turn bricklayer than paint

against conviction."

Our customs laws provide that pictures over twenty

years old shall come in duty free, but vital, living art

must pay duty. It is, of course, out of the dead art

that the dealers make their great profit. Those who
make more out of one Rembrandt or Hals than thev

would out of an exhibition of the work of a living man,

don't want living art to come in duty free.

The stupidity and blindness of directors and official

bodies has become almost proverbial. It is not con-

fined to New York or to America. The National Art

Collections Fund, of England, was founded in 1903 to

secure pictures and other works of art for the English

national collections. Its object is like that of the

Societe des Amis du Louvre, and the Kaiser Friedrich-

Museums-Verein, two active and powerful societies,that

have secured for the French and German national col-

lections many important purchases and gifts of work

of art. The Societe des Amis du Louvre has a member-

ship of over two thousand seven hundred, and in

December, 1910, the National Art Collections Fund had

a membership of nearly twelve hundred. These two

bodies do not limit themselves to contemporary art.

At the recent Rouart sale in Paris the Societe des Amis

du Louvre purchased for the Louvre a Delacroix for

33,000 francs, and a fine Daumier for 66,000 francs.

The Contemporary Art Society, of London, was

organized solely to encourage by purchase and exhibi-

tion the work of living artists or those recently dead,

The Seine at Argenteuil, by Monet
Courtesy of Durand-Ruel
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Courtesy of John Quinn
Portrait of two children, by Augustus John

and it is chiefly concerned with British art. It aims to

fill the gaps in English "public museums and galleries,

already overloaded with ephemeral work of the age preced-

ing our own." If one considers the huge gaps in the

collection of modern art in the Metropolitan Museum,
for example, he will be moved to the conviction that the

"ephemeral work" which covers or disfigures many of

the walls is not limited to the "age preceding our own."

It is putting it mildly to say that there are hundreds of

modern pictures in the Metropolitan Museum that are

unworthy of any interest on the part of a serious artist

or critic or art lover.

That the heads of our museums are not the only

official blind men in their failure to secure good examples

of the work of living artists, is shown by the fact that

at the recent Rouart sale in Paris the Louvre bid the

highest price ever paid for the work of a living artist,

and even then failed to get a picture by Degas; and that

the Luxembourg paid 71,500 francs for a painting by

Puvis de Chavannes that it could perhaps have secured

for 500 francs twenty years ago. There were two great

artists whose best work, while they were producing

work, could have been bought for a few hundred francs,

and vet those officials were as blind as bats to the genius

of these two great men. The Luxembourg had. 1 be-

lieve, but one example of Puvis de Chavannes; the

Louvre, 1 think, has none. To make up for their

official neglect, the Louvre bid up to over .Soo,ooo for a

single painting by Degas and lost it, and the Luxem-

bourg succeeded in getting only cue painting by the

great de Chavannes. Hut the Louvre, by recently

accepting the Camondo collection, has acquired five

or six works by Degas.

The ordinary man of wealth who buys on the dealer-'

recommendations seems to admire pictures only in pro-

portion as they resemble other pictures. The man who

buys pictures on their own merits proves the exception

and not the rule. We have had in art, as in law, too

much of the government of the living by the dead. As

a famous Chinese critic, Su Tung-p'o, said: "To copy

the masterpieces of antiquity is only to grovel among

the dust and husks." That is why the recent gift by

Mr. Thomas F. Ryan of the Rodin collection to the

Metropolitan Museum of this city was so notable. That

was a gift of living art, not of dead art, however histori-

cally interesting. American students of sculpture can

( ourlesy of John Quinn
Portrait of a Poet, by Augustus John
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now study these living works here at home and feel

something of Rodin's emotional range.

A gift of live art is finer than a gift of dead things.

It is more courageous. The chances of mistakes are

greater.

Fortunate are those who, like the late Henri Rouart,

have the cultivation and the taste to discriminate

between the good and the bad, and who have the

courage to back their judgment. The Rouart collection

was one of the best in Paris and represented the taste of

one man. He was a man of cultivation and courage.

Twenty or more years ago he bought paintings that are

now admitted to be masterpieces, and they were then

ridiculed as "daubs" and "caricatures." But he had

the pleasure of backing his own judgment and of living

with his beautiful paintings, and his heirs have reaped

the reward in the fortune that his collection has brought.

At the Rouart sale some pictures realized more than one

hundred times what was paid for them. For example,

five small Cezannes for which M. Rouart paid 100 francs

realized 46,750 francs. The Les Danseuses de la Barre,

which Degas sold for 500 francs, brought 478,500

francs. Ten Corots brought at the Rouart sale over

The Reader, by Manet

twenty times the prices realized at the Corot sale in 1875.

These prices will tend to make it more difficult for

collectors of modest means to buy contemporary art in

the future, but there is still room for taste and courage,

and there is some compensation in the fact that the

dealers generally wake up about twenty years after the

birth of new art. One dealer of whom I have heard is,

however, not without taste. He has for years made a

specialty of selling Italian primitives and old masters,

while as early as twenty years ago he was buying pic-

tures by Degas for his own collection, and saying noth-

ing to his wealthy customers about it.

The old men, the de Medicis and the Popes, were wise

and good sportsmen. They did not merely collect the

works of earlier dead artists. They employed artists

to work for them, and they live for posterity chiefly

because of their taste, courage and judgment in buying

living art. The chances of choosing or guessing wrong

in buying living art are, of course, great, but not greater

and much less costly than the chances of buying forger-

ies or frauds.

When a man sets out to make a collection of the work

of living artists he undertakes to anticipate the verdict

of the future. It is an exciting ad-

venture. Not all have the taste

and judgment to pick work that will

live and to turn away from what will

fade. That is why the pursuit is so

exciting and why its followers may
take pride and pleasure in the game.

One risk that the buyer of old pic-

tures incurs is absent. There need

be no danger of forgery or fraud.

One can be certain whose work he

buys. Of its paternity there need

be no doubt. It is best to be a man
of one's own age.

Dante Gabriel Rossetti once said

or wrote that he had been reading

Shelley's poetry and that it was

"damned hard work." A person

with money and no taste could go

up or down Fifth Avenue and in

the course of an afternoon collect

a gallery of pictures, ancient and

modern, that would not be worth

the price of their frames. But it

requires taste and study and many

failures to assemble even a small

collection of masterpieces. That it

can be done is shown by the work

of a young Irishman of culture,

Sir Hugh Lane. He has brought

together one splendid collection,

and has been the organizing genius

and director of two other galleries.

(Continued on page 176)
Courtesy of Durand-Rucl
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THE AMERICAN SECTION
THE NATIONAL ART

AN INTERVIEW WITH THE CHAIRMAN OF THE DOMESTIC COMMITTEE,
WM. J. GLACKENS

A MERICAN art is above everything else skillful.

J-\ American painters and sculptors are technical

-*- marvels. I mean the majority. They work

with great fluency, manipulate the medium with an

astonishing and almost sensational ease. Their painting

is the kind of painting that wins

prizes. But it is not the kind of

painting in which one feels that the

artist is actually enjoying himself.

Indeed this skill in America is

limited, limited by a lack of

bravery—a fear of freedom or of

honesty. It is skill enslaved by

academies, skill answering to the

dictates of a rigidly defined pre-

scription—a prescription made
general in order that it may fit

everything and, therefore, fitting

nothing exactly.

We have had no innovators

here. But I do know surely what

is meant by innovators in art.

American art is like every other "The Shave Head," by Robert Henri

(IS9)

art—a matter of influence. Art, like humanity, every

time has an ancestry. You have but to trace this

ancestry with persistence and wisdom to be able to

build the family tree. The cubes of the cubists that

must inevitably give us a sense of weight and seem to

be a marked departure from the

much trodden paths of art are

derived directly from Cezanne,

who, in turn, is indebted to the

impressionists and to the classic-

ists—to the order-loving Ingres,

for example.

Everything worth while in our

art is due to the influence of

French art. We have not yet ar-

rived at a national art. The old

idea that American art, that a

national art, is to become a fact

by the reproduction of local sub-

jects, though a few still cling to

it, has long since been put into

the discard. This quite naturally

and for very obvious reasons.
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"Life-Bringing Sea," by Arthur B. Davies

The early Americans were illustrative. They fol-

lowed in the tracks of the writers, and that is out of the

way that art should follow. It was France that showed

them the error of their project. Even Winslow Homer
so much lauded as a purely native product, was never

good, never the power that he became, until he got

under the influence of France. It was through France

that Homer, with America, began to get a knowledge

or, in fact, a first sight of actual values. That is true,

too, in the instance of George Inness, who worked his

way out of the rut of the Hudson River school only

after he had secured the assistance of the art of France.

But the national art, the truly national art, must be

the result of growth; it has never come as a meteor, it

never will come as a meteor. Our own art is arid and

bloodless. It is like nothing so much as dry bones. It

shows that we are afraid to be impulsive, afraid to forget

restraint, afraid above everything to appear ridiculous.

Perhaps it is a reflection of the racial characteristic

come down to us from Anglo-Saxon forefathers—the

same thing that inspires the sobriety of our clothes, the

reserve in our manners. For while we have learned to

throw off a lot of the formalism that is a veil between

every Englishman that has remained a long time in

England and life, it is being drawn again tighter and

tighter over us as we grow older. Perhaps it is inevitable

that the Gauls, who put no masques over their emo-

tions, should become the leaders, pointing the way to

us, infusing a little of their fire into our dead wood.

As to the trend of our art, whether it is realistic,

classic or romantic, I cannot correctly define. These

are, after all, but terms made up for cataloguers who
hug index systems to their breasts, as though these

might become or were the only coherent histories of the

devious ways in which the efforts of mankind travel.

They may be in a sense; index systems may casually

place men in their proper relations to one another.

But the best of them is very general and must inevitably

"Before Sunrise," by Arthur B. Davies
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'The Golden Stream," by Arthur B. Davies
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but in our art. It may be that the country, going

through the process of building, has not had time for

art. It may be that the money god has been a prepon-

dering influence, a gaudy lure for our eyes, a too-

strong appeal to our senses. I am not so sure of this,

however. It may be that our most energetic men have

not had time for art. But inoculate the energy shown

elsewhere into our art and I should not be surprised

if we led the world.

For American art is not without its strong men, men
who have been working along the right lines, seeking

to be artists instead of craftsmen, struggling for expres-

sion, not seldom gaining it, and standing up always

for the right.

Theodore Robinson, Hassam, Weir and Twachtman
were the first to bring here or to show the influence of

the French impressionists under the leadership of

Monet. They brought into our art a new theory of

color, a color that was honestly derived from the color

of nature. They brought into the country, in fact, a

truth that we had not fully realized. They sent our

landscapists out into the open, sent them out after a

new view of nature and cleared away the murkiness of

the studio landscape. The impressionistic color was

accepted immediately but, unfortunately, not the new

spirit of that new color. The academicians—I mean
the school men—accepting it remained academicians.

They reduced the color into a formula, as they ever do,

concocted without particular regard to nature. It

became as academic, as abstract as they.

The impressionists introduced the light of life into

our art. The influence of Whistler was a reaction

against that light. His color has proved particularly

attractive to students, to the young painters, perhaps

because it is a veil behind which to hide inefficient draw-

ing, or because it makes good drawing easier. A
knowledge of color is far more difficult to acquire than

a knowledge of drawing, though either of these may be

acquired by practice. I believe that the young student,

"A Woman of the East," by Homer Boss

be very superficial. Heaven knows what an impres-

sionist may be. The cataloguers here assuredly fuddled

the original meaning.

The man with something to say is the important man
in art—in fact, the only man who may claim the title of

artist. The manner of his expression matters very

little. That will take care of itself. The man with

something to say generally says it pretty well.

I am afraid that the American section of this exhibi-

tion will seem very tame beside the foreign section.

But there is promise of a renaissance in American art.

The signs of it are everywhere. This show coming at

the psychological moment is going to do us an enormous

amount of good. It will go a long way. Up to the

present time, of course, there are exceptions, the much-

lauded American energy has been displayed eveiywhere "Landscape," by Walt Kuhn
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and particularly as we see him

here, is a better draughtsman

than colorist ; I mean a truer,

a more honest draughtsman.

It seems to me that Arthur

B. Davies stands alone in

America or even in the world.

He is the most important

man in this country. But

his art is not national; it is

universal. He is a symbolist,

a painter of ideas. He is one

of the truest symbolists that

ever lived, for his landscapes

and his figures, their arrange-

ment and their setting, are all

directly related to the sym-

bol, to the idea. Davies has

felt the influence of the mod-

ern Frenchmen or of the old

Italians, of Mantegna, for

example, and insisted upon

harmonious arrangement,

upon order, which is the

battlecry of the post-impres-

sionists. He aims straighter, perhaps, than any other

man here at beauty. It is easy to make a stab at the

Davies sort of thing and many men have tried it, but

how many have succeeded you know.

Ernest Lawson stands head and shoulders above the

general run of landscape painters. His sense of color,

of atmosphere, of sunlight are admirable. He is one of

the few who with a palette of the impressionists is able

to instil the sensuous luxuriance of the older masters.

Lawson is an optimist if he is not a romanticist. His

pictures have the liquid warmth of air as well as its

clarity. Another vigorous landscape painter is Walt

Kuhn, whom the cataloguers would call a realist. He
has a remarkable amount of talent. Van Perrine and

Elmer McRae are promising men in the field of land-

scape. James Preston is another who should be men-

tioned for beauty of color, for frank optimism.

Robert Henri has been and is one of the greatest

Panel, by Robert L. Chanler

fighters in America, for the

idea as against the technical

stunt.

George Luks is a great

draughtsman, a great colorist.

When I employ the term

colorist here I mean something

perhaps apart from the way

that term is generally con-

strued. Color for color's sake

is as ridiculous as art for art's

sake. Color should lie as ex-

pressive as drawing; it should

be as closely connected with

life. Luks's color runs hand

in hand with his drawing. It

is romantic, but deeply so,

and without folly. He too.

is one of the big figures of

our art.

Maurice Prendergast is

prominent as one of the men
who has been consistently and

thoroughly modern. Twenty

years ago he was making

patterns in joyous colors, that gave delightfully the

impression of the light, the happiness, the rhythm, the

harmony of life.

To John Sloan one must credit a wonderful sense

of humor and an extraordinary insight into the antics

of humanity. His mind is philosophical, his hand

masterly. Jerome Myers has done some fine things,

full of that virtue so important to all valuable

art—truth. The sculptures of Mrs. Myers were a

revelation to me—but I do not want to encroach upon

the sculpture end of the show.

With Mr. Davies I believe that the exhibits of

Robert L. Chanler are to be one of the most significant

features of the American section. He is a young man

of enormous vitality, of an enthusiasm that is rare in

America, with individuality and a fine sense of the

decorative.

Pastoral, by Gauguin
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THE ATTITUDE OF THE AMERICANS
By FREDERICK JAMES GREGG

THIS is not by way of an apology but only in

strict justice.

The American painters and sculptors who have

arranged for the International Exhibition of Modern
Art, and those of them who are co-operating as exhibit-

ors, have reason to claim for themselves the credit of

true disinterestedness. It may be that they will benefit

as much, or more, than the general

public, but, on the other hand, it

must be remembered that they are

running a risk with their eyes open,

the risk of the deadly comparison

which is sure to be made by the

newly awakened and even by the

casual spectator.

The Americans who have done

this thing with their eyes open are

of all sorts and conditions. Some
of them are academicians, others are

occasional exhibitors at the Acad-

emy
; others, again, exhibit anywhere

and don't care what side of the street

they are found on; others are mem-
bers of various groups in New York Maurice Denis,

(16s)

who have nothing whatever in common; others have

given up exhibiting altogether, having become con-

vinced of the futility of reaching the public in that way,

and others believe only in "one man shows" under

ordinary circumstances. It is something that in-

dividuals varying so on the subject of the display of

art should have worked together harmoniously for

what they regard as a great public

purpose.

In the practice of their art the

members of the Association and

their fellow exhibitors present just as

decisive contrasts as in the other

matter. There is no doubt that in

the case of a number of them it will

be found that through their in-

dividual vitality they have been de-

veloping along their own lines, with

the result that their works will hold

their own even in the neighborhood

of the innovators from abroad. This

is no more than saying that a num-

ber of the Americans have been

by Redon growing because thev were alive and
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couldn't help it. But undoubtedly one thing the ex-

hibition will show, as anybody might have imagined

without it, these are the men who have had no or next

to no influence on their fellow countrymen.

It is possible that, when the affair is over, the verdict

will be that the vast mass of the American works

exhibited represented simply arrested development, and

had nothing in them to suggest anything like the hope

of posterity while, in the work brought here from

Europe, and in that of the few Americans who have

been dissatisfied and are struggling after something

better was to be found all that was worth any serious

attention. But if there was a great contrast and a

discouraging one, that in itself will be but the clinching

argument that the enterprise was necessary if the leth-

argy into which our painters and sculptors had fallen

was to be put an end to.

We have had various exhibitions of so-called "Inde-

pendents" and "Insurgents" and so on, but even in the

case of the smallest of these it was hard for any man of

sense to see what logical relation there was between the

artists who showed their work together. There were

always several of the associates who, you felt, ought not

" Head of Girl," by fin. Glackens

to have been there. Taking this fact into consideration

ir is not so surprising that there should be a great

variety of importance, or lack of importance, in so large

an exhibition as the present one.

What is undoubtedly to be found in the Frenchmen

is a quality in their work which, however it may irritate,

or puzzle, or disturb, never produces dullness. If it

indicates nothing but what is embryonic, that very fact

stands for growth into fulness of existence. On the

other hand, American art, or that part of it with which

the ordinary man is perfectly satisfied, is deadly dull

and suggests decay instead of growth.

The manner in which Americans have regarded their

own painters and sculptors has affected their purchases

of foreign works. Of course there were some daring

collectors who bought Post-Impressionists' paintings

before they were accepted abroad, but the tendency

here was to wait until the drift of fashion had made itself

felt.

The result is that it is almost as easy to anticipate

what will be in the auction sale of an American collec-

tion of the accepted sort, as to predict what will be

hung in the Academy exhibition. It is bad enough that

everybody should be wearing the same

shaped hat and the same sort of boots,

or reading the same popular novel, but

it is ridiculous that everybody, who

has the money, should be determined

to have examples of the work of the

same painters and sculptors as his neigh-

bors. It is this peculiarity of our per-

sons of taste that has flooded the coun-

try with dubious Corots and doubtful

Rembrandts.

Nobody could possibly suggest that

this exhibition will have a market value

in increasing the mercantile quality of

the great part of the American works

put on view, for anything which blows

up the accepted standards of conven-

tion is bad for business. It was in spite

of such disorganization that the show

was planned and carried out.

As for the future, that will have to

take care of itself. It is better to have

a bad and disturbed future full of strug-

gles and uncertainties than no future at

all. As for finality, it must be remem-

bered that a grave is the only thing

that anybody can own "in perpetuity."

That is to say, as long as he is not put

out of it.

Some persons who view the great

exhibition in the 69th Regiment Armory,

and even some artists, will have no

idea of the amount of work performed

by the members of the Association, at
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"Woman with Rosary," by Cezanne

home and abroad, in getting the great show together.

It is easy enough to collect pictures for an Inter-

national Exposition. In such a case the result is a

hodgepodge, each nation being represented by what

is good, bad, or indifferent, but in the main by what

is known as "official art." In this case a body of

painters and sculptors set out to do a definite thing,

to obtain a certain definite unity which was never lost

sight of. The result is that as far as they were able

to accomplish it, the exhibition has a positive unity.

Even if the American work in these rooms represents

no such vigor as the European work, nothing was

accepted or asked for which did not at any rate show a

susceptibility on the part of the artist to the vital

influences of his period.

Not only was it a difficult task to get the works

together, but the exhibition and the preparation for

it involved so many details, and such a mixture of

details, that the members of the Association had to

give up a great deal of their time in committees and

otherwise to hard and continuous office work. It is

true that they expect to benefit from the exhibition,

but this is not the thing that the)- have kept in mind.

The main thing was to get the foreign paintings and

sculptures here, and each man made the question of

how his own work would look under such trying circum-

stances quite a secondary consideration.

As one distinguished American painter put it: "I am
just as anxious as you fellows are to see how bad my
pictures look."

Do not think that the dead are dead; as long as

there are the living, the dead shall live.

—

From the

letter of Van Gogh.



Panel in low relief, by Jo Davidson

SCULPTURE AT THE EXHIBITION
By WM. MURRELL FISHER

WHILE seeking information with regard to the

sculptural side of the forthcoming Inter-

national Exhibition, the writer called on Mr.

Mowbray Clarke, member of the committee on sculp-

ture, and assistant secretary of the American Painters'

and Sculptors' Association.

Mr. Clarke pointed out that the American sculptor

works under disadvantageous conditions, as compared

to his European brother. The latter has the great

institution of the Free Salon for the exhibition of his

work, he has constant opportunities for the interchange

of ideas, there is more vital interest in art and life, an

atmosphere, he is willing to make any sacrifice in order

to realize his sensations and ideas, and he has more

<>r less freedom of action. The American, on the other

hand, depends on his art for his livelihood, which can

only be obtained by means of portrait, architectural or

monumental commissions; he has no place wherein he

may exhibit more personal expressions (unless subject

to juries) and has practically no artistic intercourse,

and the result is extreme conventionality.

This is a groping period in intellectual and artistic

development, an effort to get away from passive

acceptance of things, a period of discovery, an effort to

"stand off" and look at life with fresh eyes, to grasp

the magnitude and wonder of it all, and to give inter-

pretive expression to such sensations as are received.

The several arts are influencing each other to a degree

hitherto unknown; witness the greater structural

endeavor in painting, plainly a hint from sculpture and

architecture; also the greater insistence on the decora-

tive element throughout the plastic arts.

One cannot help but feel optimistic about the future

of sculpture. In glancing back for a moment—review-

ing the architectural sculpture of Egypt, the poetic

realism of Greece, the sensuous vigor of the Renais-

sance, the attempts (not without their lesson) of the

eighteenth century to revive classical tradition; the

new life infused into stone by Rodin (he is his own

Pygmalion), the explorative research of the men of our

own time, observing how each artistic impulse added

its quota to the sum of creative plastic expression, how

can one fail to be inspired by this stimulating retrospect?

Rodin, who is, broadly speaking, the link between

the classic and the ultra-moderns, opened up a new

field in interpretive expression, discovered new possi-

bilities in his material, and by partial revelation and

suggestive treatment created that quality in sculpture

now known as Rodinesque.

The younger generation of sculptors in America are,

it seems, in embryo. The foreign stimulus is evident

in the work of such men as Lee, Davidson and Dasberg.

The exhibition should prove of immense value to the

native student, showing, as it will, the tremendous

sincerity of the men, their avidity of explorative

research, and their certain achievements in forceful

and synthetic expression. It is to be hoped that no

students will be induced to do anything that does not

068)
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belong to them; rather is it one of the objects of the

exhibition to help them to see vitally and sincerely.

All students should carefully read Mr. Davies' Fore-

word, explaining the aims of the Association which

has this exhibition in charge.

'The foreign contribution to the sculptural section

will be small—but fifteen pieces in all. Yet we cannot

complain, for we are to see wood carvings by Yangnin,

Rodin, and figures by Matisse, Picasso, Malliol, Lehm-

bruck and others. These things have a distinct and

separate vitality of their own, whereas other more
familiar figures imitate the real and accentuate the

trivial. The female figure by Matisse expresses to a

wonderful degree the sense of the elasticity of life and

its upgrowing from the earth. It also possesses unde-

niable poise and charm. The bas-relief by the same

artist is a splendid example of true decorative use, and

its simplicity of pose and execution enhances its plastic

appeal. In the mask cut from a pebble by an unknown
artist, one is struck with the devotion to sense of form;

it is tremendously sincere and possesses a jewel-like

preciousness. The purposeful exaggerations in The

Kneeling One, by Wilhelm Lehmbruck, greatly accen-

hMMMNB
The Back," by Matis:

"Young Girl at the Well," by Bernard

tuate the lyric grace of the female figure, while the pose

is an inspiration. Malliol's male nude is forceful in

interpreting the sheer weight and mass of the figure.

All this work is sincere; there is no striving after cult,

no dogmatic canons. Each is a conscious effort at self-

expression, an attempt to revitalize the vision, no

specialization is sought, anything that impresses them

is worth while.

The American section will contain works by Gutzon

Borglum, Barnard, Fraser, Carl Bitten, Solon Borglum,

and others. Among the contributions of the younger

progressives will be Lee's Herakles (in bronze). Das-

berg's Mephistopheles, Duffy's female figure. The Rain,

Grace M. Johnson's animal studies and reliefs, and

important works by Jo Davidson and Chester Beach.



"In Summer," by Zak

THE EXTREMISTS: AN INTERVIEW
WITH JO DAVIDSON

THE theory of the new modernist painters and

sculptors is against representation. A picture

should be itself, they say, " Un tableau devait

etre soi." It should not be a representation of some-

thing else. They profess to approach eternal things

in a purely subjective way. The question arises: Can
you express something subjective in any other way than

objectively? Can you keep the subjective subjective?

Jo Davidson, speaking on this subject, said the other

day: "These people object to objectivity. They point

out that all the art up to that of today is founded on

reminiscence. If their theory is true it follows that not

only in painting and sculpture it is possible to ignore the

past, but also in literature, and substitute sounds for

words to express our thoughts and emotions. Language

originated that way, but continuous thought only came

when a vocabulary had been developed. Take the case

of Gertrude Stein's Portrait of Mabel Dodge. This piece

of prose—if prose it is—has a certain fascination. But

does it convey any idea whatever of Mabel Dodge, to

even the most intelligent reader. Indeed, if it were not

described as a portrait on the cover, who would suspect

what it was all about? Look at Picasso's Portrait of

Kahnweiller. In each case there is that literary clew

supplied by the title, which makes us immediately look

for some suggestion of Mrs. Dodge or of Kahnweiller.

And, after all, does not the very word portrait suggest a

certain objectivity of approach? It is all very fine to

say that the tag is a concession to existing conventions.

But why make concessions to existing conventions if

existing conventions are all wrong? The virtue of the

present revolution in art is that of all revolutions. The

consequence of war is a new peace, which lasts for a

while until another war is necessary. War is the only

way to keep from stagnation and decay. It does give

us new life and new ideas and increases subsequent

fruitfulness. It is a stimulus to thought. There is no

doubt in my mind that the extremists are epoch-making

figures in the history of art. They have taught us at

least that representation is not everything, that one can

use the actual, more or less, subjectively. They are

having a deep influence on men who do not altogether

see light with them. I once asked a man whether

Picasso actually saw things as he painted them. The

man replied: 'If he did, on going into a restaurant for

a beef-steak, he would eat the plate and leave the beef-

steak.' But then these people are not painting what

they see, but what they feel. They try to do away with

all the cliches that exist in their brains. Their painting

is a sort of subjective reaction against the actual. How
far that reaction is carried depends on the personality of

the painter or sculptor, and who, if not he, has the right

to say how far he is to go. It was Oscar Wilde who

remarked that the artist was the only true anarchist,

because he was always a law to himself. The fact,

Wilde's "art begins where imitation ends," is the slogan

(170)
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of the new men. But if we accept that as I rue, what are

art's limitations, or has it any? If it must be entirely

creation, then it must not even suggest the actual, and

the most extreme of the modernists are the only true

artists, but that involves the absurdity that most of

the things already done are not art at all.

"Another difficulty about some of the extreme men,

as, in fact, with a good many of the classicists, is that

there seems to be an absence of true consciousness of

the material that they are handling, whether it be stone

or bronze. After all, clay is but a makeshift to get at

a permanent result with one or the other. In the case

of some, their work seems to indicate that they do

not take their material into consideration. I hold that

a thing done in stone should look like stone and a thing

done in bronze like bronze. A thing should be itself in

its material as well as in other ways. The unrest to

be found in much of the unrealist sculpture, while

characteristic of the age, represents but a transition.

For this reason, while much of it may prove important,

as leading to the final creation of a new style, it cannot

be regarded in its present stage as anything but tran-

sitional, and so not intrinsically of the highest im-

portance, except historically.

"The extremists are always comparing their work

with music. But the parallel is not a true one. Take

'The Window on the Park," by Dearain

Portrait in Madras red, by Henri Matisse

the compositions of Debussy, for example; no matter

how far he may depart from his predecessors, he is never

incomprehensible, because he keeps within the limita-

tions of the science of music. He builds up all his

music by using the existing forms and where he breaks

the old-fashioned rules it is to go a step further. You
can analyze his compositions, but can you analyze the

late works of Picasso, for example? But then again it

seems that the new men do not believe in analysis.

There are very few of them who will even go to the

trouble of explaining their own development. It does

not follow that one will not meet plenty of amateurs

ready to explain the pictures and the sculptures.

Strange to say, they always find the objective in the

subjective words: 'Why, don't you see those figures

dancing?' or 'Don't you see that this is the Bay of

Naples, with boats, ships, sea, sky? Why, it's wonder-

ful.' It is found usually that such explanations are

helped materially by knowing beforehand what are the

titles of the canvases. Otherwise the expoundant

might mistake one for the other. It seems strange to

me, too, that you will find some painter who has taken

years of struggle to reach a certain result. Then along

comes some one who has probably never seen anything

just like it before and what the artist attained through

hard work and concentration, is perfectly clear and

without mystery to the newcomer, who is, of course, at

once in a position to explain away all the difficulties that

confront the less gifted.

"It seems very stupid that so many should be willing

(Continued on page 180 of this issue)



SPECULATIONS, OR POST-
IMPRESSIONISM IN PROSE

By MABEL DODGE

Post-impressionism, consciously or unconsciously, is being felt in every phase of expression.

This article is about the only woman in the world who has put the spirit of post-impressionism

into prose, and written by the only woman in America who fully understands it.

—

Ed. Note.

M ANY roads are being broken today, and along

these roads consciousness is pursuing truth to

eternity. This is an age of communication,

and the human being who is not a "communicant" is

in the sad plight which the dogmatist defines as being

a condition of spiritual non-receptivity.

Some of these newly opened roads lie parallel and

almost touch.

In a large studio in Paris, hung with paintings by

Renoir, Matisse and Picasso.

Gertrude Stein is doing with

words what Picasso is doing

with paint. She is impelling

language to induce new states

of consciousness, and in doing

so language becomes with her

a creative art rather than a

mirror of history.

In her impressionistic writing

she uses familiar words to create

perceptions, conditions, and

states of being, never before

quite consciously experienced.

She does this by using words

that appeal to her as having

the meaning that they seem to

have. She has taken the Eng-

lish language and, according to

many people, has misused it, or

has used it roughly, uncouthly

and brutally, or madly, stupidly

and hideously, but by her

method she is finding the hid-

den and inner nature of nature.

To present her impressions she chooses words for

their inherent quality, rather than for their accepted

meaning.

Her habit of working is methodical and deliberate.

She always works at night in the silence, and brings all

her will power to bear upon the banishing of precon-

ceived images. Concentrating upon the impression she

has received and which she wishes to transmit, she

suspends her selective faculty, waiting for the word

or group of words that will perfectly interpret her

meaning, to rise from her sub-consciousness to the

surface of her mind.

Then and then only does she bring her reason to

bear upon them, examining, weighing and gauging

Portrait of Mdsle. Pognay, by Constantin Brancus

their ability to express her meaning. It is a working

proof of the Bergson theory of intuition. She does

not go after words—she waits and lets them come to

her, and they do.

It is only when art thus pursues the artist that his

production will bear the mark of inevitability. It is

only when the "elan vital" drives the artist to the

creative overflow that life surges in his produc-

tion. Vitality directed into a conscious expression

is the modern definition of

genius.

It is impossible to define

or to describe fully any new
manifestation in esthetics or in

literature that is as recent, as

near to us, as the work of Picasso

or of Gertrude Stein; the most

that we can do is to suggest

a little, draw a comparison,

point the way and then with-

draw.

To know about them is a mat-

ter of personal experience; no

one can help another through it.

First before thought must come

feeling, and this is the first step

toward experience, because feel-

ing is the beginning of knowl-

edge.

It does not greatly matter

how the first impress affects

one. One may be shocked,

stunned and dismayed, or one

may be aroused, stimulated,

intrigued and delighted. That there has been an

approach is what counts.

It is only in a state of indifference that there is

no approach at all, and indifference reeks of death. It

is the tomb of life itself.

A further consciousness than is already ours will

need many new forms of expression. In literature

everything that has been felt and known so far has been

said as it has been said.

What more there may be for us to realize must be

expressed in a new way. Language has been crys-

talized into four or five established literary forms,

that up to the present day have been held sacred and

intranscendant, but all the truth cannot be con-

(172)
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tained in any one or in any limited number of molds.

A. E., the Irish poet, says of it:

The hero first thought it

—

To him 'twas a deed;

To those who retaught it

A chain on their speed.

The fire that we kindled.

A beacon by night,

When darkness has dwindled

Grows pale in the light.

For life has no glory

Stays long in one dwelling,

And time has no story

That's true twice in telling.

And only the teaching

That never was spoken

Is worthy thy reaching

The fountain unbroken.

This is so of all the arts, for of course what is true of

one must, to be justifiable, be true of them all, even to

the art of life; perhaps, first of all, to that one.

Nearly every thinking person nowadays is in revolt

against something, because the craving of the individual

is for further consciousness, and because consciousness

is expanding and is bursting through the molds that

have held it up to now; and so let every man whose

private truth is too great for his existing conditions

pause before he turn away from Picasso's painting or

from Gertrude Stein's writing, for their case is his case.

Of course, comment is the best of signs. Any com-

ment. One that Gertrude Stein hears oftenest is from

conscientious souls who have honestly tried—and who

have failed—to get anything out of her work at all.

"But why don't you make it simpler?" they cry.

"Because this is the only way in which I can express

what I want to express," is the invariable reply, which

of course is the unanswerable argument of every

sincere artist to every critic. Again and again comes

the refrain that is so familiar before the canvases of

Picasso
—"But it is so ugly, so brutal!" But how

does one know that it is ugly, after all? How does

one know? Each time that beauty has been reborn

in the world it has needed complete readjustment of

sense perceptions, grown all too accustomed to the

blurred outlines, faded colors, the death in life of beauty

in decline. It has become jaded from over-familiarity,

from long association and from inertia. If one cares

for Rembrandt's paintings today, then how could one

have cared for them at the time when they were

painted, when they were glowing with life. If we like

St. Marks in Venice today, then surely it would have

offended us a thousand years ago. Perhaps it is not

Rembrandt's paintings that one cares for, after all,

but merely for the shell, the ghost—the last pale flicker

of the artist's intention. Beauty? One thing is cer-

tain, that if we must worship beauty as we have known

it, we must consent to worship it as a thing dead.

" Une grande, belle chose—morte." And ugliness—what
is it? Surely, only death is ugly.

In Gertrude Stein's writing every word lives and,

apart from the concept, it is so exquisitely rhythmical

and cadenced, that when read aloud and received as

pure sound, it is like a kind of sensuous music. Just as

one may stop, for once in a way, before a canvas of

Picasso, and, letting one's reason sleep for an instant,

may exclaim: "It is a fine pattern!"—so listening to

Gertrude Stein's words and forgetting to try to under-

stand what they mean, one submits to their gradual

charm. Huntley Carter, of the New Age, says that

her use of language has a curious hypnotic effect when
read aloud. In one part of her writing she made use

of repetition and the rearranging of certain words over

and over, so that they became adjusted into a kind of

incantation, and in listening one feels that from the

combination of repeated sounds, varied ever so little,

that there emerges gradually a perception of some

meaning quite other than that of the contents of the

phrases. Many people have experienced this magical

evocation, but have been unable to explain in what way
it came to pass, but though they did not know what

meaning the words were bearing, nor how they were

affected by them, yet they had begun to know what it

all meant, because they were not indifferent.

In a portrait that she has finished recently, she has

produced a coherent totality through a series of im-

pressions which, when taken sentence by sentence,

strike most people as particularly incoherent. To illus-

trate this, the words in the following paragraph are

strenuous words—words that weigh and qualify con-

ditions; words that are without softness yet that are

not hard words—perilous abstractions they seem, con-

taining agony and movement and conveying a vicarious

livingness. "It is a gnarled division, that which is not

any obstruction, and the forgotten swelling is certainly

attracting. It is attracting the whiter division, it is not

sinking to be growing, it is not darkening to be dis-

appearing, it is not aged to be annoying. There cannot

be sighing. This is this bliss."

Many roads are being broken—what a wonderful

word—"broken"! And out of the shattering and pet-

rifaction of today—up from the cleavage and the disin-

tegration—we will see order emerging tomorrow. Is it

so difficult to remember that life at birth is always

painful and rarely lovely? How strange it is to think

that the rough-hewn trail of today will become tomor-

row the path of least resistance, over which the average

will drift with all the ease and serenity of custom. All

the labor of evolution is condensed into this one fact,

of the vitality of the individual making way for the

many. We can but praise the high courage of the road

breakers, admitting as we infallibly must, in Gertrude

Stein's own words, and with true Bergsonism faith

—

"Something is certainlv coming out of them!"
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Three Big Subscription Offers
Arts df Decoration is published to fill the need of a standard magazine of

moderate price to reflect the most natural and essential interests of many
thousands of people. It is the most widely circulated art magazine in America
because it is the most live and vital. It is a magazine which is necessary to

every American who wishes to keep in touch with the activities of the art

world. Here are three exceptional offers which you cannot afTord to miss:

(1)

For Art Lovers
Here is one of the most beautiful books
ever published on the work of England's
greatest landscape painter. It records
the life and art of Turner, dwelling
especially upon his "golden visions,"

things he did for love which were the
essential expression of his genius. The
volume contains fifty full-page repro-
ductions in full color of Turner's master-
pieces. Large 8 vo. Boxed. Special
price with one year's subscription to
Arts 6° Decoration #6.00.

Turner's Golden Vision,
Publisher's price $6.50

Arts & Decoration 2.00

ss.r.o

Special price for both .... $6.00

(2) (3)

For Home -Builders For Every-Body
Houses for Town and Country is a

practical and suggestive volume of the

greatest help to the prospective home-

builder. The book is profusely illus-

trated with photographs of successful

interiors and exteriors. Special price

with one year's subscription to Arts &
Decoration $3.00.

Houses for Town and Country,
Publisher's price $2.00

Arts & Decoration 2.00

$4.00

Adventures in Home - Making re-

counts the successful adventures of two
people who undertook and accom-
plished the transformation of an out-

worn house into a charming and com-
fortable home. A profusely illustrated

book on the subject of home-making,
setting forth unexpected and feasible

possibilities in alterations, decoration

and furnishing.

Adventures in Home-Making,
Publisher's price $1.75

Arts fif Decoration 2.00

$3.75

Special price for both $3.00 Special price for both $3.00

We can think of no more fitting and acceptable gift to any art lover than a year's subscription

to Arts & Decoration. If you are already a subscriber accept the offer and send the maga-
zine to a friend. The magazine and the book may be sent to different addresses. Another wax-

to save money is by taking a three year subscription or three one year subscriptions for 5."). 00.

$2.00 A YE4R, THREE YEARS FOR $5.00

Arts ct5 Decoration, 39 West jzd Street, New York

Enclosed please find . Kindly send :

Name- Address

Also send Arts £5" Decoration for one year to

Name- Address
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E. GIMPEL & WILDENSTEIN

High Class Old

Paintings and Works of Art

636 Fifth Avenue

New York

57 Rue La Boetie, Paris

Louis Katz
Art Galleries, inc.

103 West 74th Street
(Ntar Columbus Avenue

New York

AMERICAN PAINTINGS
ETCHINGS and ENGRAVINGS

ROOKWOOD POTTERY

R. C. & N. M. VOSE
ESTABLISHED 1841

HIGH-CLASS PAINTINGS
EARLY ENGLISH
AMERICAN

BOSTON, MASS.

BARBIZON
MODERN DUTCH

398 BOYLSTON STREET

C. E. SNEDECOR E. C. BABCOCK

SNEDECOR & COMPANY
Established by John Snedecor 1852

Modern American Paintings Always on Exhibition

ARTISTIC CARVED AND ORNAMENTAL FRAMES
Regilding Restoring

Tel. Bryant 5573 107 WEST 46th STREET, NEW YORK

MODERN ART FROM A LAY-
MAN'S POINT OF VIEW

(Continued from page 158)

He has given to Dublin the best collection

of modern art to be found anywhere in

the world outside of Paris. In that old

house in Dublin on Harcourt Street,

where Sir Hugh Lane's pictures are tem-
porarily housed, there is a collection of

better and more representative modern
art than could be gathered from the

Metropolitan Museum, the Corcoran Art
Gallery, the Chicago Art Institute and
many other American galleries combined.
And that collection represents the taste

and the courage of one man, and not of

mere officials or committees.

In France and Holland and England
school has followed school of art. They
have had the Romanticists, the Barbizon

school, the Impressionists, the Neo-
Impressionists. the Pointillists, the Post-

Impressionists. theCubistsand the Futur-

ists. A few may be charlatans or insin-

cere. But American art needs the shock

that the work of some of these men will

give. Our art has been too long vegetating.

If we must turn to work that is

"brutal" or "crude" or "hideous" or

that "hurts the optic nerves" of the

academic painter, to be saved from the

sweetness, the prettiness and the senti-

mentalities that we see on every hand,

then let us accept the crude or the brutal.

Better crude life than sickly or senti-

mental decay. When men like Vincent

Van Gogh or Paul Gauguin painted their

"brutal" pictures they knew quite well

what they were doing. They did it de-

liberately They preferred to fail in

what they attempted rather than to be

content with the ideals and copy or

repeat the work of the generation of

artists that had preceded them.

Where there has been an excess of

prettiness or sentimentality there is likely

to be a reaction in literature as well as in

art. Speaking of this in one of his mem-
orable prefaces, the late John Milling-

ton Synge wrote: "The strong things of

life are needed in poetry, also, to show
that what is exalted or tender is not

made by feeble blood. It may almost be

said that before verse can be human
again it must learn to be brutal." It is

a commonplace that the ugliness of one

generation may be accepted as the beau-

tiful of another.

Many amiable, well-meaning persons

think that when they have gone through

the usual routine of study they can pro-

duce art, but they succeed in being

merely irritatingly rhetorical or senti-

mental. Some fail because they deseive

to fail, because they are lacking in

intellect and there is no permanently

satisfactory substitute for brains.

There will, of course, be in this exhibi-

tion much work that may not live.

There is no final criterion of great art.

But there will also be art that in twenty

or thirty years may be regarded as

classic. The joy and the rigor of the

game will consist in backing one's own
judgment, and there will be more pleasure

and greater pride in the appreciation and
acquisition of work by men who are not

famous today, but who may be the great

names of the generation now coming on
the stage than in the purchase of merely

celebrated names.
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THE HISTORY Of TAPESTRY

A beautiful book, rnade to last, printed on Normandy vellum and bound in

Japanese vellum, with uncut pages 8'
2 by II, and boxed. Each of the 500 copies

of this large paper edition of Mr. Hunter's "Tapestries, Their Origin, History

and Renaissance, " of which 200 copies were subscribed for previous to publication,

Number I by Mr. Morgan, Number 2 by the Metropolitan Museum, Number 3

by Mr. Emerson McMillin, Number 7 by Columbia University, Numbers 8 and 9

by Mr. George Blumenthal, etc., is numbered and signed by the author.

Price $12.50 net, $13.00 postpaid, on application to

ARTS & DECORATION

39 West 32d Street New York
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GEORGE H. AINSLEE

Paintings by

George Inness, A. H. Wyant
AND OTHER NOTED

American Painters

569 Fifth Avenue, at 46th Street, New York

THE SPIRIT AND THE
CHRONOLOGY OF THE
MODERN MOVEMENT
(Continued from page 154)

it is superior to nature. It has this

difference from the ordinary products of

culture, its most extraordinary connec-

tion with life. This is a point that is

most important. It has all the primitive

force of the beast, from which culture has

robbed little by little so much that is

physical and at the same time the grand
order that culture demands.
The Cubists, perhaps, led by Picasso,

have realized most the importance of this

classical order, cf this rhythm. Quite
naturally there are many sheep among
them, who, having discovered the rule

of the cube, dwell upon it to the extinc-

tion of life. These arc the sensational

extremists, the makers of superficial pat-

terns, worthless patterns.

The artist should take the crowd along

with him to higher heights. He should

be a leader, careful that the crowd follow

him. We have had many more or less

sincere movements in art which could be

of no value, because they were incom-

prehensible to the general mind. This is

true, perhaps, of Maurice Denis, whose

tainly true in the instance of the pre-

EXHIBITION OF PAINTINGS
By the Great Spanish Artist

IGNACIO ZULOAGA
and JOHANNES H. JURRES, of Holland

C. W. Kraushaar Art Galleries
260 Fifth Avenue, between 28th and 29th Sts., New York

Raphaelite propaganda, which, built upon
stilts, died a very natural or an inevitable

death. Man's will will carry him far,

but it must not carry him too far.

This international exhibition should

prove how much we are partners in this

great projection. It should stimulate our

creative power, show the way to freedom,

to independence, throw off the veil of

art's traditions that is hung between us

and nature and destroy the worn-out

formulas which too complacently we
have made to serve our purpose.

America, with its great appetite for

everything good in the world, should

find in this exhibition a new stimulus, a

political independence. We have here-

MOULTON & RICKETTS
Successors in the United States to

ARTHUR TOOTH & SONS

PAINTINGS
Etchings and

Engravings

NEW YORK
537 Fifth Avenue

(II ICAGO MILWAUKEE
73 E. Van Buren Street 535 Jackson St reel

European Representatives: ARTHUR TOOTH & SONS
London, 155 New Bond Street Paris, 41 Boulevard des Capucines

tofore been but a foundling on the shore

of art, and to no negligible extent a prey

to the successful influences which, glam-

orous, push the world this way and that,

without, as a matter of fact, greatly

moving it. We have youth, energy, am-
bition—we should do great thing? when
we have found our conception, found our

individuality, thrown off the traditional

shackles and become free men. looking at

naked nature with naked eyes.

It will be said, quite justly, that while

this exhibition is dubbed international, it

centers about and plays upon, with par-

ticular persistence, the art of France

Rut this will be said by those who forget

that the hub of the wheel of modern art

F France and that after all, the other

nations are lint spokes of this hub.

It is not, furthermore an unnatural

happening that France should become
the leader in this return to spiritual inde-

pendence. France has always revered

freedom, just as at the same time it has

always revered order. Its present art.

like the Marseillaise, with a wonderful

orderly swing, sways the dormant emo-
tions, brings them to life, while simul-

taneously, if one be attentive, it brings

order into the chaos that it has I
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Berlin Photographic Co.
305 Madison Ave., New York City

rBetween 41st and 42nd Streets)

Copyright , Photographische Gcscllschaft

"The Old Folks," by Max Buri. the distinguished Swiss artist

Finest reproductions in photograph and color processes of

the World's Masterpieces

Loan Exhibition of Framed Reproductions in Color

of Selected Masterpieces of Paintings to Libraries,

Schools and Other Public Institutions

Particulars on request

Catalogue containing over 600 illustrations sent on receipt of

25 cents

"TRUE LOVE"
Bv Sir Thomas Lawrence (1769-18W

THE EHRICH GALLERIES
"©Iti jttastersr

EXCLUSIVELY

OF ALL THE SCHOOLS
463 and 465 FIFTH AVENUE

At Fortieth Street NEW YORK
REMOVAL NOTICE -After May 1st, 707 Fifth Avenue

Uhe Appeal to the

Great Spirit
• )in ill i he tmi -i wurl

is n.ii uralh in< In led

s of modern art, bj Cyrus Dallin, it

ami >ng i he new subjei ts in 1 n i.

( oplev Prints. Reminds
you hi the good motto,
" Better one good pii i ure

than twenty poor on
More than 1000 subjo ts to
choose from in our list. I he

^fjjpu

are universally recognized
among the best of art re-

production. Gold Medal
from the Paris Ex| osition.

Beautiful fur one's home
and for gifts for weddings,
schools, birthdays, etc. Fif-

ty rents to S50.00. At Art
Stores or sent on approval.
Picture Catalogue sent
for 25 cents, (stamps ac-

cepted.) Contains 400 il-

lustrations (practically a

Handbook ofAmerican Art .

)

This cost deducted from a purchase of the Prints themselves.

Exhibitions for schools, clubs, churches, etc.

Family Portraits done on private order from
daguerreotypes, tintypes, old photographs, etc.

Copyright by

CURTIS & CAMERON SSBssSfc BOSTON
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An Exhibition of

Engravings

B Y

ALBRECHT
DURER

1471-1528

February 15

until March 15

Rudolf Seckel

31 East 12th Street

NEW YORK

Murray Hill Art Galleries

HIGH CLASS
PAINTINGS

Special Attention Given to EXPERTIZING,
RESTORING AND FRAMING

176 Madison Avenue, New York

The Carroll Art Galleries

64 WEST 38th STREET, NEW YORK

Beg to announce a special

view of selected Paintings,

Bronzes and Sketches

by well-known Artists

THE EXTREMISTS:
AN INTERVIEW

WITH JO DAVIDSON
(Continued from page 17 1

)

to express an opinion on some of the new
art when it can be nothing else but
strange to them, it is so radically different

from anything they are accustomed
to. How can anybody judge unless he

has seen enough to judge by comparing
like with like. To say that you prefer a

fresco to an easel picture is reasonable as

far as preference is concerned, but from
the point of view of criticism it is absurd,

because there is no comparison between
the two things. You cannot say that

the apple is better than the orange. The
apple is the apple and the orange is the

orange. If one of us were transferred to

the Island Mars and saw a woman with

two eyes on one side of her head, and
horns, we should find it impossible to

say whether she was beautiful or not,

until we have seen other Martians with

whom to compare her. You can't com-
pare a solitary Martian with all the in-

habitants of the earth that you have ever

seen.

"There is no doubt in my mind that

when the first artist scratched the image
of a mastodon on stone the populace

asked him what it was They could not

have known what it was, for people can-

not translate from one form to another

without the habit. It is quite unreason-

able for us to insist on understanding

what these initiators are doing, until our

eyes become more accustomed to the par-

ticular concept of form that they accept

or follow. It is our consciousness of this

fact and of accumulated facts that keeps

us from approaching these men directly,

because the reaction produced on looking

at their work is such that the recollection

of other pictures and sculpture keeps us

from having any true freshness of vision.

The reaction is produced finally by the

accommodated impressions made by all

the pictures and sculptures we have seen.

You can't ask people to ignore their past

experience, because that is part of their

identity. It is true that the past is also

part of the identity of the initiators. But
there is this difference. Some recall the

past in order to repeat or reproduce it,

others to use it as a starting point or

point of departure. This departure we
may not recognize, because it has not yet

existed in our experience. How much
importance this departure from the rep-

resentation of the actual has on the

present is shown by the tremendous influ-

ence it has had already on the younger

generation. It tends to make us ap-

proach art in its biggest sense and in a

more abstract way.

"As for the forced naivety of some of

the new art: It is ridiculous to try to

produce things as if they never had been

done before. The thing for sophisticated

people to do is, on the contrary, to use

the spirit of their age and produce art

out of sophistication.

"Before jumping at conclusions, had

we not better wait until we have seen

enough. It is as much a mistake to

accept a thing without understanding

it as to reject it without understanding

it."—F. J.'G.
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James McCreery & Co.

34th Street 23d Street

SUMMER RUGS
SCOTCH ART RUGS in a large variety of color

combinations.

Plain centers with band borders or delicate floral

borders, suitable for bedrooms. The bright Indian

colors are perfect for porches and bungalows; made
in any length, without seams. Widths 6, 9 and

12 feet.

Regular stock size, 9 x 12 ft $13.50 to $30.00

Special sizes $1.25 to $2.50 sq. yd.

Grass Rugs in various patterns and sizes, from
30 x 60 in. to 9 x 12 ft 75c. to $7.00

Washable Bath Rugs in various sizes and colors,

light and dark blue, light pink, light and dark green.

Sizes range from 18 x 36 in. to 30 in. x 9 ft.

Rag Rugs, all colors and sizes 50c. to $10.00

Complete stocks of the best Carpets and Linoleums.

Domestic Wilton Rugs in the best makes and all

sizes from 18x36 in. to 11 ft. 3 in. x 15 ft.

Oriental Rugs in all sizes at special prices.

BOUND VOLUMES OF ARTS & DECORATION
Volume II, including numbers from November, 1911,

to October, 1912, $2.25, postpaid. With one year's

subscription to Arts & Decoration, $3.25.

ARTS & DECORATION, 39 West 32d Street, New York

Thirty inches in height

Glazed

Garden Pottery

of

Character and Refinement

Catalog on request

Landscape Department

Atlantic Terra Cotta Co.
1170 Broadway, New York

(Mental
1RUQ8

Antique and modern rugs of distinctive

character, and at prices as low as com-

patible with quality. Personal attention

given to mail orders

Antique Chinese Rugs a Specialty

JONES & BRINDISI
452 FIFTH AVE., Knox Building, NEW YORK

J. ASSENHEIM & SON

Fine Etchings and Mezzotints

by Modern Artists

BRANGWYN—FITTON—HAIG

EIGHTEEN BROADWAY, NEW YORK

For Residences and Countryhouses consult

THE SWISS CHALET SPECIALISTS

Architects

200 Fifth Avenue New York City

Write for Folder A
Representatives wanted everywhere

Our hand -wrought willow furniture

is comfortable, durable, artistic. It

finds a place in every complete home.
We are now showing a large number
of pieces, many of new and exclusive

design.
Catalogue on request

WALTER J. BRENNAN CO.
437 Lexington Avenue, corner 44th Street

(Opposite Grand Central Terminal)

NEW YORK CITY

Easy furniture, drapery, upholstery abrics
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LONG LIFEWHITE MEL

CAN you imagine a cleaner or

more delightful effect in your

home than woodwork and

furniture made white with Vitralite?

Send for Booklet and Sample Panel

finished with Vitralite, showinjr its porcelain-like gloss.

It is tough, durable and water-proof, whether used inside

or outside, on wood, metal or plaster. Vitralite is econom-

ical, easy to apply and will not show brush marks nor

turn yellow like most enamels.

On your floors and linoleum, whether old or new, 61"

Floor Varnish will give you a finish that is water-proof,

heel-proof and mar-proof. Test it yourself. Send for

Free Floor Booklet and Sample Panel

finished with "61." Hit it with a hammer — you may
dent the wood but the varnish won't crack. Also send for

booklet Decorative Interior Finishing.

Pratt A Lambert Varnish Products are used by painters,

specified by architects, and sold by paint and hardware

dealers, everywhere.

Address all inquiries to Pratt & Lambert-lnc 123

Tonawanda St., Buffalo, N. Y. In Canada, 67 Court-

wright St., Bridgeburg, Ontario.

CD
3cW3Lffl«m

PRATT & LAMBERT VARNISHES
j!£r^irwmufMuS Established 64 Years . f«ct_

Hamsubc

IF VOL" are building or re-decorating we will be

^ glad to have you write us for advice regarding

any of the puzzling problems confronting you. You
will receive our individual answer from a man of

experience, and, of course there is no charge for

this service.

SERVICE DEPARTMENT
ARTS & DECORATION

.?9 West 32d Street, New York

A. BAROGGIO
DESIGNER OF

Interiors, Furniture, Draperies, Etc.

124 EAST 25th STREET, NEW YORK

Telephone, Madison Square 5083

GARDEN FURNITURE
ARTISTIC, COMFORTABLE & DURABLE

OLD ENGLISH GARDEN SEATS
RUSTIC WORK GARDEN HOUSES
ROSE ARBORS & OTHER ACCES-
SORIES FOR THE ADORNMENT
& COMFORT OF THE GARDEN

SEND FOR NF.lf CATALOGUE OF MANY DESIGNS

North Shore Ferneries Co.
i88e HALE STREET - BEVERLY, MASS

HIPPOLYTE DE KERLOSQUET
DISCOURSES ON THE WAYS
OF ARTISTS IN AMERCIA

HIPPOLYTE DE KERLOSQUET
strode up and down within the

narrow confines of his room like a

lion in a cage. Obviously, he was in a

much perturbed state of mind.
"

I do want to be not that individual

which you call the back number.
"You believe you are in the front rank

of the army of the choice. You this

believe, your chest you, therefore, like

the youngs, inflate. You are proud.

Mais, with vitesse you discovere that your

pride she is shallow, a rubber balloon for

un sou, of vanity a specie.
" It is one blow terribl'. Every one who

has been young some time they have it feel.

It is inevitable." Monsieur de Kerlosquet

rubbed his eyes with a handkerchief.
" Bot now encore I will not a man call

an academician in the tone of the deri-

sion. I myself who have boast, who
have like a Gascon act, about—what you
call it—my perspicacity know maintenon

that I am not more, that I am not less

than an academician. It is this which

she create my tears, she is of my sorrow

the fountain. In Paris while I am there

the auction of the collection Rouart she

take place. I go there because here are

some of those pictures which I like. I

am delight. A Degas he is sell, with the

commission, for, of the dollars, $95,000.

I am delight. I to myself remark the

academicians they will be crazy, they will

their eyes make to become crimson. I

laugh aloud. A ver' jeune homme beside

me he make the face that is gloomy. I

do not not like those lines that go down
in his face. So premierement I make the

apology, then I require to know why
those lines they point to earth instead of

to heaven, which is the symbol for the

happiness. Has he his mother lost?

No, he has not. Perhaps he is hungry

and the biting of that hunger she prevent

the joy. ' No,' he remark with the figure

that is acid, 'Why should I to be happy.'

"'Bot', I persist, 'You are too young

to be one academician.' 'No, I am not

one academician,' he say, 'and it is that

which it me make hurt to see the works

of those vieux pompiers sell for those

prices fabulous. Will those collecteres

never learn?' I leave that jeune homme
because maybe he is dangerous. Maybe
he have from one asylum escape.

"Now I know bettere. I have go to

your exposition of the Societee of the

Painteres and Sculpteres Americain. It

has much in it of the art which I do not

know. They do tell to me it is the new
art. It is an art which she do not copy

the nature but simplement borrow the

sensations from the nature. I do not

feel that those sensation they are to me
carried. It is lamentable. I fear that I

become old; I will to appreciate this art

try, bot I fear that become old. Maybe I

am an academician— I shall try to love that

word, it will be difficile—it will be like

wearing a suit of a color that I do not like.

"Ver' soon or ver' late in this life we
become the academician. We cannot

that avoid, for the ferris wheel cf the art

she revolve too fast. We become dizzy.

We to rest stop off. We are lost. The

new art she is so far ahead that our eyes

that arc old they cannot see it."
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254 FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK

Our collection com-

prises only such
articles as truly repre-

sent the highest stand-

ards of Oriental art.

Potteries Paintings

Porcelains Priots

Crystals Brocades

Carvings Jades

Lamps Bronzes

We cordially invite

your inspection of this

most interesting ex-

hibit in which are

innumerable unique

gift suggestions.

Moth Proof Red Cedar Chest
On 15 Days' Free Trial Write

for 64
Page
Cata-

log

Book,
I'Story
ofRed

a piedmont ^ ^^9 Cedar"
Southern Red Cedar Chest ^~^^R^T • i ¥i
shipped direct from factory to your ^H Pfwtnam rTPP
home at factory prices. Freight prepaid. ^T * ""ifjaiu, * * cc
No more beautiful or useful bridal or birthday gift. Pays for itself in
every home. Protects furs and woolens from moths, mice, dust and
damp. Write for illustrated catalog and particulars of special offer

PIEDMONT RED CEDAR CHEST CO., Dept. 5 Statesville, N. C.
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This cut

poorly shows the

beautiful effeSis

produced by

Lowe Brothers

Non-Fading

Oil Stain

and

Mahogany

Glaze

You can make the most beautiful wood
finishes in any of the various effects of

oak, mahogany, etc., that will always

retain their richness and beauty, by

using

V/7*^wT
Non- fading

OIL STAIN
These stains are permanent and should not be con-

fused with ordinary wood dyes which soon fade

through the action of light. Made in all popular

finishes. Send for color cards.

For mahogany finishes—over light or dark Mahogany
Oil stain—use

Lowe Brothers
Mahogany Glaze

This is a practical and successful product. It gives

life, tone, richness and beauty to the mahogany sur-

face, and, used with "Little Blue Flag" Varnish, either

in gloss or rubbed effect, adds greatly to the satisfac-

tion of the owner. It is economical, for it saves a

coat of varnish. The directions on the can are easily

followed. Send for booklet

—

"A Study in Mahogany."

Valuable Books—Free
Have the best decorated house in your neighborhood.

Ask your local "Lowe Brothers" dealer-agent to give

you Paint Information and color combinations for ex-

terior, interior, woodwork, walls, floors, etc. Also

write us for "Homes Attractive from Gate to Garret,"

and "Mellotone Your Walls," both

free. Write todav.

The Lowe Brothers Co.
507 E. Third St., Dayton, Ohio

Chicago
Boston

Kansas City

New York

Lowe Brothers, Limited

Toronto, Canada
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One of tlie illustrations shown in our Portfolio. The painting specifications for this house are:

Body—S-W Gloss White
Sash S-W Gloss White

Roof—S-W Preservative Shingle Stain C 74

Trim—S-W French Crown Green

Whether you intend redecorating the

whole house or a, single room

you need the Sherwin-Williams Portfolio of Plans

for Home Decoration. It is an artistic, practical

working guide. It shows the possibilities of

paint, varnish, stain and enamel in securing re-

sults that are sanitary, durable and beautiful. It

contains a score of color plates, with ideas and

color schemes for every detail of the home. The
Portfolio of Plans for Home Decoration, Sent Free on Request,

shows just what colors go together, and shows why each of these is the right finish

why. It tells just what finishes should be for the surface on which it is designed to go.

put on what surfaces, and why. It describes Send for the portfolio today. A line will

the many Sherwin-Williams Paints and bring it, and the asking puts you under no

Varnishes for use about the home, and obligation of any sort.

Visit our Decorative Departments:

116 West 32nd St., bet. 6th and 7th Aves., N. Y. City and 1101 People's Gas Bldg., Chicago
945 Canal Road, N. W., Cleveland, Ohio Offices and Warehouses in Principal Cities

Sherwin -Williams
Paints£Varnishes
Address all inquiries to the Sherwin-Williams Co., 945 Canal Road, N. W., Cleveland, Ohio
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DISTINCTIVE DECORATIVE SCHEMES

Our large selection of colored sketches, showing suggestions for the

treatment of various rooms, affords opportunity for clients to choose

Decorations and Furnishings which appeal to their individual taste.

Whether the style desired is simple or elaborate, the variety of

original ideas embodied in the sketches, will prove of assistance to

those contemplating Interior Work of any kind.

You are invited to visit the Studios to see our offerings in Choice

Rugs, antique and modern Furniture, imported Draperies, special

Lighting Fixtures, Leaded GlassWindows and Tiffany Favrile Glass

Mosaic.

Inquiries by mail will receive prompt attention

HT1FFANY(®)STVDI05
347-355 MADISON AVE^^&R .45

T-fST.NEWYORK CITY

CHICAGO OFFICE.ORCHESTRA BVILDING - BOSTON OFF! CE,LAWRENCE BVILD ING.
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FAITHFUL COPY OF AN OLD WELSH DRESSER IN ENGLISH OAK
PRICE, 125 DOLLARS

Cije Spouse of $Inltp <&titl

"BSUprotmcttons"

25 EAST 47th STREET, NEW YORK

Period Furniture, Silver, Sheffield Plate

Porcelains, Mirrors, Crystal, Clocks

Fireplace Fittings, etc.

All Reproductions of unusual pieces and of the highest quality,

moderately priced


